HOGALOGUE

Hedgehog Gifts to Delight Everyone
2015/2016
Welcome to the 2015/2016 Hogalogue. This specially created Hogalogue contains beautiful and unusual hedgehog goods. Browse through the pages and find those ideal gifts, stocking fillers or treats for yourself. You can shop with the added bonus of knowing that all profits generated from this Hogalogue go directly to supporting the work of the British Hedgehog Preservation Society (Charity number 1164542, formerly 326885).

This year’s cover picture is one of the many beautiful photos we had sent in for us to use in our calendar competition. This lovely photograph was taken by Audrey Trimble.

If you have any clear photographs of hedgehogs you would like to send for possible use as the Hogalogue cover or for future projects, please email them to us at info@britishhedgehogs.org.uk

ORDERING IS EASY
Either post your order form and payment to:
BRITISH HEDGEHOG PRESERVATION SOCIETY TRADING LTD.
Hedgehog House, Dhustone, Ludlow, Shropshire, SY8 3PL

or paying by credit card you may
Telephone 01584 890801 between 9.30am and 4.30pm Monday - Friday.
or Fax 01584 891313 at any time.

B.H.P.S. GIFT TOKENS: An ideal present. We will send a Hogalogue and a token for £5, £10 or £20 (or a combination) to someone of your choice. Simply add to your order.

DELIVERY: We aim to deliver your order within 28 days if not sooner. This applies to UK only. Overseas may take longer.

POSTAGE AND PACKAGING: Under £15 £3.25, £15 & over £4.25, Europe & Eire £10.00, Elsewhere £25.00. P&P applies to each delivery address. All overseas orders will be sent by Air Mail.

RETURNS: If you are not happy with anything you have received we will refund you if goods are returned in resaleable condition within 14 days. Please pack carefully.

FAULTY GOODS: Please carefully examine parcel contents and NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY.

AVAILABILITY: THE SUPPLY OF ALL PRODUCTS IS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.

PRIVACY: Please note we do not pass your details onto any third party.

WEBSITE: Please remember you can also find a copy of the Hogalogue, and print off order forms, on our website www.britishhedgehogs.org.uk

Designed and printed by barringtonprint, on recycled paper (01568) 616443 www.barringtonprint.com

Cards &

ALL packs of Christmas cards are printed in the UK and contain the greeting
“With Best Wishes for Christmas and the New Year”

PLEASE NOTE ALL OUR CARDS CAN BE POSTED FOR STANDARD POSTAL PRICES UNDER THE POST OFFICE PRICING STRUCTURE

220 ‘Hedgehog Friends’ Christmas card pack. Approx. size 14 x 14cm (5½” x 5½”). 10 cards with envelopes. £4.25

202 ‘Hedgehog Kiss’ Christmas card pack with delicate glitter on the mistletoe berries and snow. Approx size 14 x 14 cm (5½” x 5½”). 10 cards with envelopes. £4.25

225 2016 Calendar. We’ve designed our own calendar with pictures sent in from BHPS members, members of the public and volunteer rehabilitators. Approx. 30cm x 20cm (12” x 8”). £4.95

221 ‘Happy Hedgehog’ Christmas card pack Approx. size 14 x 14cm (5½” x 5½”). 10 cards with envelopes. £4.25

203 ‘Shelter at the Farm’ Christmas card pack. Approx size 10 x 20 cm (4” x 8”). 10 cards with envelopes. £4.25

New

New
Stationery

210 4 postcards. A sheet of 4 postcards with different designs and perforations to separate them. Each card is approx 10 x 15cm (4" x 6"). **£1.85**

089 List Pad. 50 sheets of paper illustrated with mammal and bird design. Approx 21 x 7cm (8" x 3"). **£1.20**

223 ‘Christmas hogs n kisses’. A single Christmas card. Designed by Emma Graham, one of our facebook followers. Left blank inside for your own message. Approx. 10 x 15cm (4" x 6"). **£2.00**

222 Gift wrap. 6 sheets and 6 matching tags. Approx. sheet size 70 x 50cm (28" x 20"). **£3.95**

224 ‘Hoppy Birthday’ birthday card. A single birthday card. Designed by Emma Graham, one of our facebook followers. Left blank inside for your own message. Approx. 10 x 15cm (4" x 6"). **£2.00**

206 2 cards by Pollyanna Pickering. “Hedgehog Outing” & “Gardener’s World”. Blank inside for your own message. Each card approx size 20 x 10cm (8" x 4"). 1 of each design with envelopes. **£2.95**

232 A lovely addition to any desk, this 10cm (4") tall Honey The Hedgehog design tube comes with 36 assorted coloured pencils. **£2.95**

385 From the British wildlife collection this brass barrelled hedgehog pen makes the perfect gift (takes standard refills, supplied with black). **£2.99**

122 Hedgehog Shaped Note Pad. This white pad has approx 50 sheets of note paper. The back cover has details of the Society. Approx size 14.5 x 9cm (6" x 3½"). **£1.75**

201 Correspondence stickers/envelope seals. These can be used to seal envelopes or brighten up your stationery. Each sticker costs just 2.5p! 5 designs make up the 140 stickers per pack. **£3.50**
112 Woodland Wonder Mug. Pollyanna Pickering design. This chunky mug is microwave and dishwasher proof. Featuring an array of woodland creatures, including a hedgehog, of course! Approx height 9cm (3½”). £4.95

208 “Windy Hedgehog” tea towel, designed by Jane Donnelly. Design shows a hedgehog wet, windy & dry, matches the tote bag below. 100% cotton. Approx 48 x 76 cm ( 19” x 30”). £5.00

209 “Windy Hedgehog”, tote bag, designed by Jane Donnelly. Matches the tea towel above. 100% cotton. Approx 36 x 40cm (14” x 16”). Handle length approx 28cm (11”). £6.00

148 This pretty laminated, corded bookmark has a hedgehog and wildflower design which matches the fridge pad design below. Approx 7 x 21cm (2¼” x 8¼”). £1.50

149 This useful fridge pad has a hedgehog and wild flower design, which matches the bookmark above. Approx 8.5 x 11cm (3½” x 4½”) and 50 sheets. £2.10

214 Birthday calendar. A perpetual calendar to mark birthdays, anniversaries and other memorable dates. Features 12 of Wrendale Designs best selling country drawings, including a hedgehog. Approx 21cm x 19cm (8½” x 7½”). £7.95

121 Cookie Cutter. This well shaped hedgehog cookie cutter is made from strong tinned steel measuring approx 7.5cm (3”) wide. £4.50

134 Mouse Mat by Russ Billington. Approx 23.5cm x 20cm (9¼” x 8”). £6.99

226 Trendy rubber gloves with an extra long hedgehog printed cuff design, available in size medium. £3.00
Gifts & Children

231 These cute earrings have a silver-plated steel back with butterfly fastening. 1.5cm (1/2”). £8.50

233 Wheelybugs ride-on toys are the perfect kids’ toy! They offer multi-directional movement so children can ride backwards, forwards or even round and round. Suitable for 1-3 years, or 19kgs in weight. (40 x 23 x 21cm). £64.95

- Hippychick is kindly donating 20% of their profits of all Hedgehog Wheelybug purchases between 1st October 2015 and Christmas Day 2015 to BHPS!

187 This lovely soft toy is available in 2 shades of brown, order more than one to receive a selection, darker one pictured. Approx 15cm high (6”). £3.00

142 Pack of 9 fun hedgehoggy self adhesive labels with room for writing. Size of each label approx 7.5 x 3.5cm (3” x 1½”). £1.60

108 Midnight Feast note pad. 45 sheets of high quality note paper, with colour design at the bottom of each page. Approx 14 x 7cm (5½” x 3”). £1.75

228 Book of six mini Honey the Hedgehog foam nail files. Each nail file approx. 4.5 x 1 cm (2” x 1/2”). £1.00

211 Nail decals. These fun hedgehog transfers will brighten up plain or painted nails. 20 varying size transfers so you can fit them on any nail. £1.80

229 1 sheet of PVC stickers. 20 fun hedgehog designs with a holographic background to each. 65p

213 This is Konker, he’s part of the collectable “My Blue Nose Friends” range. Pin badge. Approx 2.5cm (1”). £1.50

188 1 sheet of PVC stickers. Lots of little flower, bee & butterfly stickers in-between the hedgehog and word stickers, i.e: sending hugs, a note for you & sorry I forgot. Great for personalising cards or brightening up letters, envelopes or gift tags. 66 stickers in total, largest hedgehog sticker at the bottom of the sheet approx. 8 x 5cm (3” x 2½”). 65p
185 “Pricklebum’s Amazing Adventure” by Coral Mula. Join Pricklebum, the young accident-prone hedgehog, on his first action packed adventure away from home, also gives children gentle advice for helping hedgehogs. Age 4 - 7, 22 pages. Paperback. £4.99


227 The second book by BHPS member Elizabeth Morley - “Let Sleeping Hedgehogs Spy”. In a parallel world populated by hedgehogs, a sinister plot is afoot. The fate of thousands rests in Snipper’s paws alone. But first he must save his friends and keep his own secret safe... An exciting and witty spy story for ages 8-11. 144 pages. 84 black & white illustrations. Paperback. £7.00

205 “Hedgehog” is the third book to be written by Hugh Warwick. Here Hugh branches into a new domain, discussing the iconography of the animal and the way the hedgehog has become a key part of art, advertising, philosophy & poetry. 224 pages. 101 illustrations, of which 77 are in colour. Paperback. £9.99

014 “Hedgehog Rehabilitation” by Kay Bullen. Published to celebrate our 20th anniversary. Updated and expanded in 2010. This is a must have book for rehabilitators and hedgehog enthusiasts alike. 172 pages. Paperback. £12.00
Gifts & Society

218 Add some sparkle with this stunning Swarovski brooch. Gold plated metal alloy set with 53 Austrian crystals. Supplied in a gift box. Approx 4cm (1 1/2") long, 2cm (1") high. £69.95

007 Society tie, 100% polyester navy tie with under knot hedgehog logo. Also featuring BHPS shadow weave throughout, the design is completed with a highlighted BHPS on the blade. £9.50

234 This cute hedgehog wind chime has a wooden hedgehog at the top and is approx 18cm (7") long. £6.95

100 Logo Bug. Stick this cute hoggity bug somewhere in the home to remind you of the Society’s website address and contact details. 75p

083 Pin badge. £1.00

212 Pin badge. £1.00

213 Pin badge. £1.00

166 Set of 6 stickers, 1 of each design. Use these to spread the word on helping hedgehogs. Approx size 7.5 x 10.5cm (3" x 4"). 75p

193 This natural pencil with lead free pewter hedgehog topper has the Society’s name and website printed on the pencil in black. £1.50

199 Add this cute £1 trolley token to your keys or handbag. It’s made from recycled plastic and because it’s plastic it won’t rattle against your keys and is lightweight. Two pictured to show the front and back design. I supplied with lobster style clip key ring. £1.00

184 Car sticker. Don’t Squash Me sticker for internal fixing. A great way to spread the word about BHPS. 60p
215 Copper Plant Labels. 100% recyclable copper plant labels, attractive and everlasting, they weather to a verdigris finish. Write on them with a ballpoint pen, then smooth out and use again! Pack of 10 labels with copper wire for hanging. £3.99

115 Spike’s Semi Moist Food for hedgehogs. This is a chicken protein based food with the full complement of vitamins and minerals to keep garden hedgehogs happy and healthy. 550gms. £5.50

143 Spike’s Dry Food. A natural nutritious crunchy food for hedgehogs. Ingredients: Rice, Chicken meal, Sugar Beet, Poultry fat, Minerals and vitamins. 650gms. £4.50

219 This cleverly designed hedgehog home is made from recycled plastic and FSC wood. It’s been checked by hedgehog carers for suitability. It has built-in air ventilation, internal tunnel for protection and a lift and twist lid making it secure but easy for cleaning if necessary. It’s even in the shape of a hedgehog! Low design for ease of placement. Comes directly from supplier, please allow 14 days for delivery. Approx 23 x 52 x 40cm (9” x 20⅓” x 16”). Not suitable for overseas posting due to the weight. There is also a surcharge for Highlands and Islands. £42.50

102 Society pen. This ballpoint pen is perfect for your handbag or glove box, it is inexpensive but very useful. £1.00

118 Slug Banned Copper Barrier Tape. This self adhesive organic copper tape is to protect your pot plants from naughty slugs and snails without harming hedgehogs or any other wildlife or pets. The non-toxic tape works by creating a protective barrier around your pots or containers to guard your plants from slugs and snails that hate copper. Approx 4m x 2.5cm (13’ x 1”). £4.99

194 “I Love Hedgehogs” is an updated version of the old Rowena’s Mix in a white tub. It’s just the same mix but with added dried mealworms, which should be even more irresistible & nutritious for hedgehogs. A blend of chopped nuts, sultanas, sunflower hearts & dried meat. Resealable pouch of 500g. £5.50

ITEMS 115, 143, 194 and 219 ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR OVERSEAS POSTING DUE TO WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS